The Municipal Corporation doing business as the UNITED STATES, INC., was entered into bankruptcy by its owner, Pope Francis, September 24, 2015. It was a Chapter 7 Liquidation. No ifs, ands, buts, or maybes, no reorganizations. This corporate bankruptcy ended on November 5th of this year.

Now, everyone knows that you can't elect a new President for a defunct corporation. It would be a pointless and fraudulent exercise. Whoever was elected "President of the United States" on November 3rd, had nothing to preside over as of November 5th.

This means that for either candidate to go forward as the Municipal "President of the United States" a different municipal corporation doing business in some form of "United States" would have to be formed and substituted for the now defunct UNITED STATES, INC.

And the Perpetrators would have to successfully substitute the newly elected President of the now-defunct UNITED STATES, INC., as the President of the other 'United States' corporation left waiting in the wings.

This is a break in the chain of title and representation, with the title in question being "President of the United States". This creates a thorough break in the continuance of the Municipal Government.

As a result, the Principals responsible have been notified within three (3) days that we do not accept their Offer of Succession, and specifically, don't accept Joe Biden and Harris.

The new Municipal corporation they are trying to foist off on us, together with their Chosen Ones, have no contract.

The situation is similar to when a bill collector buys an interest in a bad debt and then attempts to collect it as if it were valid. Often they adopt names similar to an actual former debtor and try to get you to "assume the debt", or, they come in as a loan servicer and try to get you to pay them even though you have no contract with the "servicer".

If you recognize the fraud involved, they are out of luck.

[As a quick aside --brace yourselves for a new round of this kind of fraud. Even though the debts of the old Municipal Corporation and all its franchises have been officially discharged via bankruptcy, they will still be making the rounds and sending bills to "dead" Municipal PERSONS and will try to collect from the presumed-to-exist estate managers of entities such as WATSON, JAMES CLARK and BELL, VIRGINIA ANDREA.]
Suffice it to say that we have recognized the fraud that the Municipal Government Principals are trying to pull off, and have nipped it in the bud.

The following message was sent to all the Principals last night, including the Lord Mayor, and is being reiterated and released for publication worldwide this morning:

"Your timelines are off. November 3 Election. November 5 settlement. End of story. No contract. Three day right of refusal. It is done.

We refuse the Succession Offer.

Joe Biden is a crook and Kamala Harris is worse.

Hope you are all real proud of yourselves putting in all that advertising and effort to steal a non-existent election for the Presidency of a bankrupt corporation."

But what of the remaining Office that was also up for election this past Tuesday? President of the United States of America? That corporation is still viable and in bankruptcy Reorganization, so it makes sense that it can legitimately hold elections.

In the next few days and weeks you will hear a debate about "counting legal votes" versus "counting every vote" --- legal or not.

This is essentially a difference in viewpoint between the Territorial Government which insists on everything being legal, and the Municipal Government which believes that every vote -- even "votes" created by machines and dead people and non-existent persons and illegal aliens should count. Even multiple votes cast by the same person should count.

They sent out ballots to my pen name, even though I long ago cancelled all possible voter registrations in every variation of my names. I wonder how "she" would have voted ----if she had arms, legs, and a brain?

Apparently, none of that is necessary if you are a Democrat.
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